
FLYER DESIGN WORKSHEET

1. Are you doing a pre pay flyer or a 
proof plan? A pre pay is handed out 
several days before picture day and shows 
generic samples images. A proof plan is 
produced after the photos are taken and 
contains the actual student images in the 
products. 

Questions to answer before beginning the flyer design process

Pre Pay
Stock Images

Proof Plan
Student Images

2. Are you photographing Green Screen 
or JPEG? How you photograph a job 
affects how we setup and design your flyer. 
You must be approved for green screen 
before submitting a flyer design request or 
we cannot proceed with your order. Green 
screen testing and library setup can take a 
few weeks, so don’t wait!

JPEG Green Screen

Answer:

Answer:



3. What flyer theme are you going to use? Our flyer themes are pre-designed flyers available for you to use 
as a base for your own flyer. Our designs can be used as is or you can have us customize them to your studio 
needs. 

4. What are you going to offer for main packages? How many main packages do you want to offer? What 
will each of those packages contain? How much are you going to charge? Our flyer package configurations 
are setup to be used as is or customized to your needs.

Answer:

Answer/Notes:



6. What additional products are you going to offer? Does your customer have to purchase a package 
to get additional product or will they be offered a-la-carte? Consider the add-ons that are currently 
shown on the stock flyer and decide if you want to adjust your product offering. Also consider if you want to 
require your customers to purchase a package before ordering an add-on product.

Answer:

5. Do you want to offer a package bonus product? You will want to review your options for opting in and 
opting out. H&H flyers show you how to “opt in” with a bonus wallet package. Also keep in mind offering 
this as an “opt out” format.

Answer:

Opt In Example Opt Out Example

Add-On Items may only be ordered 
with the purchase of a Package A-F.



7. What product theme are you using? For products that use a design, you will want to choose a theme 
for each of those products. Product themes can match the flyer design or they can be switched out to 
show your theme of choice. We recommend only using one product theme across a single flyer design.

8. Are you going to offer online sales? If you are going to offer online sales through hhImageHost, you will 
want to add that information to your flyer. Also consider having the H&H design team set up your flyer as a 
pricelist on hhImageHost.

All American
Academy Gold Grunge Impact Pro

Handmade Paper

Spring Fling Flyer Design Matching Academy Templates

Answer:

Answer:OnlineORDER NOW!
Using your computer, tablet, or mobile phone!

www.yourweburl.com



9. Have you set up your packages in hhschools? Before beginning flyer design, we request that you set up 
your packages and pricing in hhschools. We use this informtion to build your customized flyer design. If you 
don’t know where to start, the pre-built package definitions for every flyer are available on our website. 

Answer/Notes:


